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This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

OCTARINA
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Octarina

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.octarina.com/en/

Representative Person

Stéphane Dupasquier

Contact E-mail

stephane@octarina.com

Phone Number

33620353903

Technology Branch

Computer vision/AI/3D

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners
Additional information
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Use cases, video analysis
Computer vision IA/Machine learning, Augmented reality,
3D, Video analysis
Visual synthetic dataset creation using 3D real time
engine
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

Expert.ai
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Expert.ai

Headquarters country

Italy

Company Webiste

https://www.expert.ai/

Representative Person

Gianluca Sensidoni

Contact E-mail

gsensidoni@expert.a

Phone Number

0039 3356595360

Technology Branch

AI/NLU deep semantic technology

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

We are looking for a Consortium or pillar partners for
joined participation at this PCP.

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

We are a technology company focused on Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) by means of deep
semantic algorithms based on either on
Ontology/Taxonomy or Machine/Deep learning. The
target is to extract entities, relations, categories,
emotions, stylometric attributes, .... from unstructured
contents on different domains and languages.
Natural Language Understanding deep semantic
technology finalized to analyze unstructured contents
coming from different type of sources either online or
offline.
Yes
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Streamwide
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Streamwide

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.streamwide.com/en/

Representative Person

Benjamin Lamour

Contact E-mail

blamour@streamwide.com

Phone Number

+33643254033

Technology Branch

critical communication, interoperability with video
management system (VMS), mobility, crisis management

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Integrator able to generate value through integration
mixing ous solution and others.

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Web and mobile software solutions technical, sales and
marketing support interoperability via API / SDK features:
messaging, file sharing, voice, emergency,
videostreaming, digitized process => bring
communication & media in real-time between control
room and field agent.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

R-OPS
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

R-OPS

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://r-ops.fr/

Representative Person

Eric Barre

Contact E-mail

ebarre@r-ops.fr

Phone Number

0698852913

Technology Branch

Anomaly Detection

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Prototype/Design/Validation
We develop a product with Neuro-symbolic AI for
Anomaly Detection, see: https://r-ops.fr/guardian/

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

No
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Actia Telecom
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Actia Telecom

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.actia.com/en/

Representative Person

Fabrice Desclaux

Contact E-mail

fabrice.desclaux@actiatelecom.fr

Phone Number

+33 668 72 13 67

Technology Branch

Railway digital embedded systems

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Video analysis expertise
CCTV systems

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

No

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

STIM
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

STIM

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://stim.fr/

Representative Person

Pablo Oliver

Contact E-mail

pablo.oliver@stim.fr

Phone Number

0666478072

Technology Branch

Videosecurity solutions

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

We're looking to IA analysis skills.

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

We're experts dealing with images. From hardware to
software and services or cameras, we bring a complete
range of activities dedicated to cover customized security
solutions.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

La Javaness
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

La Javaness

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.lajavaness.com/?lang=en

Representative Person

Timothée Alspektor

Contact E-mail

timothee@lajavaness.com

Phone Number

0666806912

Technology Branch

Artificial Intelligence
Hello, We are a French company specialized in AI (80
employees, based in Paris) with the deployment of more
than a hundred project, in public and private sector. Our
website : www.lajavaness.com

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

As part of PCP we would be interested in a company that
has experience on camera systems, that is to say the
collection and first processing of video images before
analysis by AI.
We would take care of the algo model part where we have
great expertise.
We have a team of 80 people that are only and
exclusively doing AI solutions.
We've been working on this sphere over 6 years, still with
high growth, and we can bring top techno, people and
reactivity regarding this AI solution.
Furthermore, we've worked before on TRL type projects
such as this one.
It would be great if the partner had expertise in the
transportation sector.
No
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Synectics
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Synectics

Headquarters country

United Kingdom

Company Webiste

https://synecticsglobal.com/en

Representative Person

Juergen Fuchs

Contact E-mail

juergen.fuchs@synx.com

Phone Number

+491703265608

Technology Branch

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

ICT - European SME develops, designs and supplies
Surveillance Command&Control management systems for
PT environment
We are looking for a consortium that carries out:
- technical&administrative project management of
consortium members;
- R&D activities with regard to required functionalities at
subsystem level, i.e. abandoned luggage identification,
person tracking systems - demonstrating a decent
background and achievements in this field.
We will bring to the project:
- the ability to research & develop an advanced crisis;
management system based on a resilient COTS platform
- ensure interoperability with the operators' legacy
systems;
- GUI development to visualize mission critcal information
with regard to superior usability;
- support testing of prototype/pilot installations.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes
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IDEMIA Identity & Security
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

IDEMIA Identity & Security

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.idemia.com/

Representative Person

Philippe Hercelin

Contact E-mail

philippe.hercelin@idemia.com

Phone Number

+33761802024

Technology Branch

Computer Vision for Public Security

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

VMS provider (Analog Camera), Crisis Alert Management
System, System Integrator
Video analytics platform: Pedestrian re identification,
luggage detection and forensic tools...

Additional information
New object detection
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes
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Solidshield
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Solidshield

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.solidshield.com/

Representative Person

Vincent Lefebvre

Contact E-mail

vincent@solidshield.com

Phone Number

066359190

Technology Branch

Software Security

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

n/a

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

We are offering software security solutions, applied on
software ready to deploy binary files, providing integrity
and confidentiality preservation as well as use right
enforcement. Our solution core design criteria is
simplicity with an automated workflow. We would bring
to the consortium solution a guarantee that the solution
code, once deployed in the public transport
infrastructure is integrated and confidential and use at
secret-provisioned platforms only (if that restriction is
desired ).

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes
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ACIC
Company’s Details

Company is a consortium and looking for a specific partner
Company Name

ACIC

Headquarters country

Belgium

Company Webiste

https://www.acic.eu/en/

Representative Person

Christophe Parisot

Contact E-mail

parisot@acic.eu

Phone Number

+32 65 39 43 80

Technology Branch

Video analytics

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

People recognition in a representative multi camera
setup.
Abandoned object detection with association to a person.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

Two-i
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Two-i

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://two-i.com/

Representative Person

Guillaume Cazenave

Contact E-mail

guillaume.cazenave@two-i.fr

Phone Number

+33680602529

Technology Branch

Video Content Analysis (VCA)

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

VMS capabilities or any relevant part that can add value
to VCA.
Full platform of AI based VCA. Dedicated R&D
departement. Live analysis platform. Object detection
and tracking capabilities.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

ACIC
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

ACIC

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://two-i.com/

Representative Person

Alexandre de Halleux

Contact E-mail

dehalleux@acic.eu

Phone Number

+32491611080

Technology Branch

Video Analytics and AI solution provider

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners
Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Partner in biometric data
We have a wide range of existing and proven video
analystics and AI solutions
ACIC is based in Mons in Belgium and was created in
2003. Our team is mainly composed of engineers. We are
a total of 10. We own our algorithms, So we can easily
work the codes according to the needs.
Yes
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Wintics
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Wintics

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://wintics.com/en/home/

Representative Person

Matthias Houllier

Contact E-mail

matthias.houllier@wintics.com

Phone Number

+33670921168

Technology Branch

AI / video analytics

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Integrators, experts in hardware (cameras, servers) and
software (VMS) to be able to offer a fully-customized
security solution.
Wintics is a French innovative software company
specialized in intelligent video analysis for smart cities
and mobility operators. By leveraging the latest AI
innovations, our software automatically extracts
insightful data from any camera and offers the best video
analysis applications for our clients (traffic analysis,
bicycle lanes monitoring, crossroads management, carpooling detection, tolling systems, crowd analysis in
public transportation, automatic detection of hazardous
urban situations).
We have an international team of AI and software
engineering experts We have strong experience in
putting AI into production : our software has been
running for more than 3 years on the field

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes
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GTD International
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

GTD International

Headquarters country

Spain

Company Webiste

https://www.gtd.eu/en

Representative Person

Clément Delbouys

Contact E-mail

clement.delbouys@gtd.eu

Phone Number

+33762335200

Technology Branch

IT system integration & AI

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Integrators, experts in hardware (cameras, servers) and
software (VMS) to be able to offer a fully-customized
security solution.
n/a

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

AERTEC
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

AERTEC

Headquarters country

Spain

Company Webiste

https://aertecsolutions.com/en/

Representative Person

Rodrigo Valdivieso

Contact E-mail

rvaldivieso@aertecsolutions.com

Phone Number

671654018

Technology Branch

Aeronautical engineering - unmanned aircraft
systems/drones/UAV/RPAS

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners
Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Cover the areas of image/video recognition, handling of
databases, and emergency/first response management.
Drone technology: from autopilots to platforms to
management and ground control.
Design of the complete drone system:
long range capabilities for sustained control over lineal
infrastuctures like roads, railroads, borders, coasts and
large areas.
Yes
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Intracom Telecom Greece
Company’s Details

Company is a consortium and looking for a specific partner.
Company Name

Intracom Telecom Greece

Headquarters country

Greece

Company Webiste

http://intracom-telecom.com/

Representative Person

Fanourios Kazouris

Contact E-mail

fkazouris@intracom-telecom.com

Phone Number

00306942235705

Technology Branch

Security Integrated Systems

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

R&D in algorithms for video analytics and video forensic
Crisis management system (PSIM), GIS system and
integration with VMS and other sensors

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

No

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

Datakalab
Company’s Details

Company is a consortium and looking for a specific partner
Company Name

Datakalab

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.datakalab.com/?lang=en

Representative Person

Stephen Bauer

Contact E-mail

sb@datakalab.com

Phone Number

0643075510

Technology Branch
Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Video Analytics and Neural Network Performance
ptimisation
Datakalab is an AI software and IP provider and wishes to
partner with other organisations that can lead project
implementation, integration with VMS and Hypervisor
solutions and general project support for the key PCP
Prevent stakeholders.
Datakalab has two main competencies:
1/ A video analytics solution that is GDPR compliant that
is capable of processing video feeds in real time and with
high precision on as little as a single CPU core.
2/ The ability to optimize the neural network algorithms
of others without data so they can run as efficiently as
possible on limited edge computer power as well as
automatically self adapt to different camera viewing
conditions.

Additional information
n/a
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

INRIA
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

INRIA

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.inria.fr/en

Representative Person

Emilie Bailly

Contact E-mail

emilie.bailly@inria.fr

Phone Number

+33765155378

Technology Branch

IA/ Vision, perception and multimedia interpretation

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

System integrator: Command & Control management
systems, interoperability systems (technical & legal), use
case integrator Good understanding of railway
environment, video management system (VMS)
infrastructures and crisis management Good
understanding of AI
Learning machine for detection and tracking (supervised
and unsupervised), activity recognition, real time
systems, Object tracking and motion analysis, Neural
networks. Automatic Image processing.
Inria is the French national institute for research in digital
science and technology. The INRIA scientist team
identified on Prevent PCP is specialised in AI and
tracking, and has already led research works with
SNCF/RATP on the detection of abnormalities and
abandoned baggages.
Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

BriefCam Ltd
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

BriefCam Ltd

Headquarters country

USA

Company Webiste

https://www.briefcam.com/

Representative Person

Florian Leibovici

Contact E-mail

florian.leibovici@briefCam.com

Phone Number

+972528597953

Technology Branch

Video Content Analytics Technology based on AI deep
learning algorithms combined with patented video
synospis technology

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

VMS based solutions with expertise in objects tracking

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

By harnessing the power of artificial intelligence and
deep learning, BriefCam transforms video into valuable
insights for rapid video review and search, as well as
patented VIDEO SYNOPSIS® technology; real-time alerting;
and quantitative video insights.
BriefCam increases operational efficiency for people,
companies and communities to realize the value of their
video through its innovative, comprehensive video
analytics platform designed for flexibility and scalability
with market leading accuracy, performance and user
experience.
With 1 billion surveillance cameras expected to be
installed by the end of 2022 (Source: Omdia) the amount
of video recorded is overwhelming. There are simply not
enough human eyes to review it all, and its beyond
human capacity to analyze the depth and breadth of its
content. Through BriefCam’s comprehensive video
analytics platform, organizations can rapidly detect,
track, identify, search and view thousands of objects in
every scene, and understand trends gleaned from video

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

content, totally transforming how organizations use
video. As the industry’s leading provider of Video
Content Analytics solutions, BriefCam enables customers
to:


Rapidly search and identify people and objects of
interest
 Receive real-time notifications of critical events
 Dynamically analyze trends in video content to
influence and optimize operations
The depth of BriefCam’s video analytics and cross
functional applications maximize the ROI of video
surveillance and help transform how organizations
operate.
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020

SNEF Connect
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

SNEF Connect

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://www.snef.fr/snefconnect/

Representative Person

Jérémy Albergne

Contact E-mail

jeremy.albergne@snef.fr

Phone Number

0614555449

Technology Branch

VMS integrator

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners
Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

Software vidéo analysis
Experience in urban video and safety video
- We are looking for experts in safety studies and in
public transport as well as partners in video
development.
- We integrate complete video solutions, from the
installation of cameras, programming, software sizing to
the training of our customers as well as maintenance

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

No
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Numalis
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Numalis

Headquarters country

France

Company Webiste

https://numalis.com/

Representative Person

Arnault Ioualalen

Contact E-mail

projet@numalis.com

Phone Number

+33 4 67 13 00 93

Technology Branch

Artificial Intelligence

Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

We are looking to join a consortium that has expertise in
AI (video analytics), so that we can help develop the NN
and boost safety, understanding and acceptability.
Numalis is a software editing SME located in Montpellier
that provides tools and services to help with the design
and validation of AI systems. To do this, Numalis uses its
expertise in AI analysis by considering formal methods to
measure their robustness and explicability. More
precisely Numalis focus on the formal proof of safety
properties of AI systems, in order to improve the trust in
AI by every stakeholder.
We have an expertise concerning transportation sector,
as we are already working with the main french railway
company.

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information
And we also have an expertise concerning AI
standardization through the actions of Mr. Ioualalen,
Numalis’ CEO, involved in ISO/IEC standardization
committees, CEN CENELEC, AFNOR and the French High
Health Authority.
Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Yes
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Bee the Data
Company’s Details

Company has competencies and looking for a consortium.
Company Name

Bee the Data

Headquarters country

Spain

Company Webiste

https://www.beethedata.com/

Representative Person

Juan Guilarte

Contact E-mail

juan.guilarte@beethedata.com

Phone Number

+34 609070455

Technology Branch
Expected support and
expertise from potential
partners

Support or expertise offered
for the other partners

Additional information

Willing to share more
information under a NonDisclosure Agreement

Artificial intelligence: Research & Development of
computer vision & other machine learning algorithms
1. Expert company in EU tenders
2. Ability to develop HW
3. Long-term business relationship
1. R&D company in AI algorithms for computer vision
2. Own algorithms
3. Identification and tracking people and vehicles
4. Algorithms for detecting suspicious objects (bags,
weapons, etc.)
5. Embedded HW specialists
6. Algorithms tested in the international market for 6
years
7. Provide the UAV equipment used to capture the
images that are to be analyzed.
8. Provide the SW and HW needed to perform on-edge
analytics of the video feed of the UAV.
We develop proprietary machine learning algorithms that
are able to perform, among other things, face
recognition, person/vehicle detection/tracking, object
detection, unattended object detection, OCR, etc.
We are specially focused on edge algorithms that can run
in small, portable embedded devices such as the ones
that can be deployed alongside a UAV for minimum
latency.
Yes
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